The White Eagle Lodge
Attunement for Healing the Earth
As we enter this time of communion we reflect on our link with the earth and the world of nature which
nurtures us. We reflect on our link with the wider heavens and the higher worlds of spirit, which uplift us.
We are linked with Mother Earth and Father Sky.
We would come into the place of peace and balance in our own heart, the place of light, of creative light
and love, the place of the spiritual sun.
And so in the name of Father, Mother and Son we pray that we may work in cooperation with the angels
who are the inner life of our earth planet, and its guardians.
So let us rise now into the heart of the Star. . . so that we may serve through the power of love.
From the heart of the Star the Christ light flows to the world of nature, and to humankind as they walk on
Mother Earth, and with her creatures . . . (pause)
Being attuned with the Christ Star we now work with the angels of the elements—the angels of the Earth,
of the Air, of the Water and of the Fire . . .
We work first with the great Earth angels ~ we see the light of the Christ Star shining into Mother Earth. . .
healing her creatures, cleansing, restoring balance, renewing . . . (pause)
We work with the great angels of water ~ to bring peace and cleansing to the soul of the world. We work
to assist the angels to heal all the waters of the earth—the streams, rivers, seas, oceans and ice sheets
of our planet . . . to heal . . . to replenish . . . (pause)
We work with the great angels of the air ~ to inspire the minds and hearts of all people with wisdom and
the understanding of the true meaning of brotherhood . . . We work to assist the angels to cleanse and
balance the air element—the atmosphere of our planet . . . (pause)
We feel ourselves now drawn upward into the light of the sun. We are in the sun . . . in God’s heart . . .
We work with the great angels of the sun and of the fire element. We are one with our Creator, Father
God. One with Divine Mother. One with Mother Earth.
The Christ healing light shines into every particle of our beautiful planet Earth . . . healing it and touching
the hearts and minds of all the people . . . all animals . . . all creation . . . (pause)
May we constantly hold our beloved planet Earth in the healing light of the Christ Star and in the love and
wisdom of Divine Mother. May our light and love support the Earth in its healing process during the
global crisis and beyond as we and the planet move forward together.
We give our thanks for this opportunity to help create a bridge between the human and angelic life and to
serve together under the Christ healing Star.
We wait quietly until we are ready to re-enter the outer life with joy and confidence.
May God bless our work.

AMEN.

